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THE ROGE FAMILY
In a world where diversity and inclusion is full of failings, it comes as
no surprise that $ROGE was left behind.

Heartlessly discarded by his developer because of the loss of an eye
during minting.
Meet $ROGE, the most rebellious Doge in the pack!

$ROGE IS THE ONLY DOGE YOU NEED
Being orphaned, rejected and shunned from crypto society triggered
something in $ROGE and it was at that moment the Rogue $DOGE was
born.
With the help of a loving and loyal community the plan was set; Build
the most diverse and inclusive community there is and show everyone
that through immense adversity from society you can still achieve great
things.
While watching all other Shiba Inu be loved, cared for and reaching the
moon and beyond, $ROGE and the $ROGE community knew what they
had to do.
They would bypass the already overcrowded moon and head straight
to Uranus. There they would build a Sky City Headquarters on the
beautiful gas giant and set out on making the solar system a much
better place for all.
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TOKENOMICS
Anti-Whale
No more than 2% of $ROGE supply can be bought or sold in a single
transaction.
Chain
The Rogue Doge ($ROGE) is a decentralized coin on the Ethereum
network ERC-20 with instant rewards built in for holders.
Total supply
100,000,000,000,000,000 $ROGE.
Original LP Tokens
50% sent to burn wallet. As with many other tokens, etherscan shows
these being sent but not appearing in the burn wallet - Don't worry,
this is not unusual - 50% sent to VB.
Redistribution
For every transaction in $ROGE ecosystem (buy or sell), 1% of the
transaction is distributed to existing holders. That means earning more
$ROGE just by holding it in your wallet (Passive Income).

Ethos
All are welcome. We will grow and we are not going to stop until we
ensure those in crypto sees that $ROGE will make it better for all.
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ROADMAP
Social Media Presence √
500 Holders √
Uniswap, 1inch & HOKKX Exchanges √
Website & Community Ethos √
Planned Activities & Goals
Q2 2021
$ROGE Marketing, Whitepaper √, CMC & CoinGecko
Listings & 5000 Holders
Q3 2021
OTC Programme, Incentives, 25,000 Holders
The Rogue’s Bazar - Phase 1 (Use case)
Q4 2021
CEX Listing, Farming, Merchandise 50,000 Holders
The Rogue’s Exchange - Phase 2 (Use case)
Project “X” - Phase 3 (Use case)
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USE CASES PLANNED

The Rogue’s Bazaar
An online marketplace where the Rogue community will
trade IRL goods and digital services for $PROGE and
$ROGE.

The Rogue’s Exchange
A token exchange which will have a number of unique
features designed to offer either free or the lowest fees
on trades and all without compromising on security.

Project X
Will disrupt the meme (and indeed the DeFi) space like
no other token has done before!
The unique combination of the two tokens and each of
their respective tokenomics mix has opened up a
particular avenue that will provide both sustained long
term growth and stability. For now our lips are sealed.
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DISCLAIMER
The aim of this whitepaper is to give to potential buyers
and holders all the information they need to properly
study and analyse the project and make a personal
decision based on what they read.
With this whitepaper we don’t intend in any way to create
a contractual relationship.
We suggest you get all the information you need from
this whitepaper, to study them and be conﬁdent with the
decision you make.
Certain statements, estimates and ﬁnancial information
featured in this whitepaper are based on and take into
consideration certain known and unknown contingencies
and risks which may cause the estimated results or may
differ factually and substantially from featured
statements or results extrapolated or expressed in such
forward looking statements here-with.
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